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Introduction:     It seems incredible that only two months ago, serious DX with pocket radios was 
considered impossible, Ultralight was a term referring primarily to aircraft or cigarettes, and this 
reviewer was searching for a suitable portable to introduce my eight-year old son to the joys of 
AM-DX. 
     Lurking at the local Fred Meyer store, however, was an absolutely loaded deck… an innocent 
looking Sony AM-FM stereo radio containing a phenomenal IC chip, a scientific marvel which 
had somehow flown under the radar of the AM-DX community for over 15 years!  The secret 
was about to be exposed, and the resulting thunderous boom in pocket radio interest was about to 
be unleashed… with the overwhelming force of a Runaway DX Train. 
      The original SRF-59 review finally brought to light the amazing technical innovation and 
sophistication of recent pocket radio designs, and the market combination of extreme 
performance and extreme value has created a veritable stampede in orders for the top-rated 
models, no doubt inducing bewilderment in the hallowed halls of Sony and Sangean., the 
primary contestants in the white-hot pocket radio competition. 
     Despite this, the reviewer is fully aware that with such a bewildering variety of pocket radios 
currently on the market, the typical fence-sitting DXer is in desperate need of a definitive, 
accurate and completely reliable judgment on the relative capabilities of ALL the currently 
popular Ultralight Radio models… and that is the single objective of this 2008 Shootout article. 
 
The Contestants:   The 2007 Shootout article (currently posted on dxer.ca) thoroughly covered 
the relative merits of the Sony SRF-M37V and Sangean DT-200VX digital models, and the SRF-
59 analog model was covered extensively in its original review (also on dxer.ca).  For 
conservation of space, full descriptions of these units will not appear in this article, but the 
relative performance of these units will be extensively covered in the 2008 Live-Signal 
Competitive Shootout (along with that of the five new contestants) , and all nine competitors will 
be very critically assessed in this ultimate judicial extravaganza. 
     For this 2008 Shootout, five new gallant contestants will be entered in the courageous 
competition for Ultralight Radio glory:  the Sony SRF-39FP analog model (a.k.a. Prison Radio), 
and the Sony SRF-T615, Sangean DT-180V, Sangean DT-210V and C.Crane SWP digital 
models.  When these five contestants have their noontime live-signal shootout, the surviving 
models from the 2007 event (SRF-59, SRF-M37V and DT-200VX) will join in the free-for-all, 
giving you, the prospective purchaser,  the most detailed pocket radio purchasing data ever 
assembled on planet earth. 

 
Sony SRF-39FP   This transparent analog ancestor of the SRF-59 has already 
developed somewhat of a cult following, due to its unique appearance, great 
performance, and dubious end-user reputation.  Designed to prevent prisoners 
from hiding contraband, the SRF-39FP is simply a highly-visible circuit board 
with two clear plastic covers.  At  3.6 x 2.4 x  .8 inches (95 x  63 x 23 mm) and 
weighing about 3 ounces (84 g), the Prison Radio has a more rectangular 
appearance than its SRF-59 sibling, and also has three significant performance 
differences: slightly superior audio quality, slightly superior sensitivity, and 



most importantly, a greatly superior tuning thumbwheel which results in easier analog tuning, 
especially at the high end of the band.  The SRF-39FP’s tuning slot is a full .8 inches (18mm), 
whereas the SRF-59’s is a mere .55 inches (13mm).  In addition, the SRF-39FP’s thumbwheel is 
of a greater diameter, making the whole tuning experience more pleasant.  Otherwise, except for 
a much easier process of disassembly than the SRF-59, the SRF-39FP is generally identical in 
circuitry and capabilities, with a single AA battery providing phenomenal run time (up to 150 
hours), an FM stereo section with decent audio and acceptable sensitivity, and Koss ear bud 
headphones, as opposed to the SRF-59’s Sony fixed headset.  The SRF-39FP is no longer in 
production, but it does regularly show up on eBay from a cagey Florida seller, who always seems 
to put out new stock after insisting that his supply is gone.  The price is generally $19.95 plus 
shipping, and represents a true bargain for DX enthusiasts wanting the best performing analog 
showpiece in the Ultralight radio stable. 
 

Sony SRF-T615   This incredible AM-FM stereo digital “flagship” of 
Sony’s top engineers has already had a booming reception among 
Ultralight radio DXers, simply by providing class-leading sensitivity along 
with great digital tuning convenience. Although it is unavailable in North 
America and must be special ordered from Japan, this has not discouraged 
multitudes of Americans and Canadians from creating a stampede in 
orders from Audio Cubes 2, resulting in somewhat of an ultra-meltdown.  

At  3.65 x  2.25 x .55 inches (91 x 55 x 13 mm), the silver-colored SRF-T615 is extremely 
compact, weighing a mere 2.5 ounces (68g), even with two AAA batteries .  Along with the DT-
180V, it forms a new lighter-sized class, or “Ultralighter” model, which is significantly smaller 
than other pocket radios.  Despite this, Sony has packed mean DX performance into this tiny 
wonder, with 9 or 10 kHz step capability, 7 AM memories, a clock, speaker or headphone 
operation, adjustable sleep timer (30/60/90/120 minutes),  full (76-108mHz) FM-stereo 
coverage, an innovative “noise cut” function (which works very well on AM), a jog lever for 
easy tuning and band changes, and included stereo ear bud headphones and vinyl carrying case.  
Every DXer fortunate enough to obtain this unit has had superlative praise of Sony’s design 
effort, primarily because of the edge in sensitivity over all other Ultralight radios.  The Made-in-
Japan SRF-T615 is only available from Japan, and there are only two current sources for 
obtaining this ultimate achievement in Sony engineering excellence:  Audio Cubes 2 
(http://www.audiocubes2.com), at a price of $89 plus $15 for EMS express shipping, or the eBay 
vendor “joynetcafe” at a price of $99 plus $20 for EMS express shipping. 

 
Sangean DT-180V   The major current competition for the SRF-T615 in the 
“Ultralighter” class, the  AM-FM stereo-TV audio DT-180V certainly is 
extremely compact at 3.5 x 1.8 x .75 inches (92 x 50 x 15 mm), and weighs a 
mere 3 ounces (84 g).  Unfortunately, in Sangean’s mission to miniaturize the 
DT-180V, it apparently neglected RF design improvements to compensate for 
the smaller AM loop stick, etc. As such, for the AM DXer, it falls significantly 
short of the SRF-T615 in performance. With 5 AM memories, auto-search, DBB 
(deep bass boost), 90-minute auto shutoff, function lock, low battery indicator 

and other features, the headphone-only DT-180V certainly has its high points, but this reviewer 
gets the distinct impression that this tiny radio is primarily designed for the FM-stereo enthusiast 
who wants decent music from an extremely small package.  Although it will tune the 9 kHz 



splits, the chances of it actually logging TP’s or TA’s seems remote, and rather than becoming 
frustrated by the unit’s mediocre AM sensitivity,  DXers are advised to step up to the SRF-T615 
or other top models.  Retailing for $46.64 from Amazon (with free shipping), it is available in 
white or black options, and includes stereo ear bud phones. It requires a single AAA battery. 
 

Sangean DT-210V   This silver-colored AM-FM stereo-TV audio unit has 
the design potential to be an excellent AM-DX performer, with very good 
sensitivity, digital-class leading selectivity, and a generally well-behaved 
receiver with very good audio and AGC.  Unfortunately, the challenge 
comes in getting the maximum performance that the Sangean engineers 
intended (the quality control record of the Chinese factories making the unit 
is spotty, to say the least).  At 4.2 x 2.5 x .8 inches (105 x 60 x 18 mm) and 

weighing 3.7 ounces (100 grams), the DT-210V has 25 memory presets (10 on AM) with auto-
scan, a 90-minute sleep timer, DBB (deep bass boost) for great audio quality,  extended run time 
with two AAA batteries, low-battery indicator, a stereo-mono switch for FM DXers (with very 
good FM sensitivity for its size), and included ear-bud phones and trailing antenna.  Its 
performance compares well with every other digital Ultralight radio model except the SRF-T615, 
and the DT-200VX sibling (which has superior urban RF performance).  It retails for $51.25 
from Amazon, with free shipping. 
     In the interest of full disclosure, however, the reviewer’s test unit only attained this 
performance level after a full service-manual alignment, and an earlier DT-210V test unit proved 
to be defective and unrepairable.  The alignment procedure is simple and instructions will be 
provided upon request, but unless you enjoy this kind of tinkering, you may wish to look 
elsewhere  for your dauntless digital DX wonder. 

 
C.Crane SWP   The shipping box of the SWP loudly proclaims “Best 
AM reception of any radio this size,” and the C.Crane web site also 
pours on the hype, “exceptional AM reception and audio quality for its 
small size,” and “sensitive enough to outperform all comparable radios 
in its class.”  Well, after thoroughly testing, aligning and reviewing this 
wildly overrated model,  I am absolutely perplexed how C.Crane can 

make such  claims with a straight face. 
     This AM-FM-stereo-SW (2300-7500 kHz, and 9200-22000 kHz) portable measures 5 x 3 x 
1.2 inches (125 x 75 x 30 mm), and weighs a whopping 6.5 ounces (more than twice an SRF-59), 
or 143 grams.  The black-covered radio features 200 memories with a “memory scan” function, 
an alarm clock, both direct-key and knob tuning, a sleep timer, a display light, a vinyl carrying 
pouch, and included stereo ear bud phones.  It is reputed to run 70 hours on 2 AA batteries, and 
does have relatively attractive styling.  It retails for $49.95, plus shipping, from C.Crane. 
     In the interest of full disclosure, however, this model arrived in a very poor state of low 
sensitivity, and required an emergency RF alignment to be barely acceptable for this Shootout. 
The loop stick coil was not too far off the 600 kHz peak point, but its extreme touchiness made 
even a slight alignment error unacceptable.  Alignment was marginally successful in making the 
SWP somewhat competitive with the other contestants, but this radio design has other rough 
edges that preclude any possibility of being a top contender in this extremely competitive class. 
 



Shootout Day Arrives   The 2008 live signal competition was held at high noon on January 21, 
2008, a day with the typical (dreary) January Puget Sound weather.  In keeping with the tradition 
of previous shootouts, the AM conditions took a dive on the day of this ultimate Ultralight 
extravaganza, forcing the contestants to dig deep for any possible advantage. 
     Attracted by the commotion, the three gallant surviving competitors from the 2007 event (the 
SRF-59, DT-200VX and SRF-M37V) also showed up, were given a shot at ultimate Ultralight 
glory along with these five new courageous competitors.  With the field thus expanded to eight, 
the reviewer proceeded to thoroughly test each gallant unit for sensitivity, selectivity, nulling 
ability, images/spurs and major selectivity defects, AGC, audio quality, and digital tuning noise. 
It is the reviewer’s sincere hope that prospective purchasers will find the data most useful.  
       
                        2008 Ultralight AM-DX Shootout--  Live Signal Competition 

                                                (January 21, 2008) 
SENSITIVITY:   (worst is 1, best is 5;  final grade for model is listed after model) 
 
Radio                                KONA-610                    CFAX-1070                 KVRI-1600 
 
SRF-39FP (B)             steady weak audio (3)    steady weak audio (3)    weak mumbling (2) 
SRF-59 (B)                 steady weak audio (3)     steady weak audio (3)    weak mumbling (2) 
SRF-T615 (A)            moderate audio (4)          moderate audio (4)         1450/1580 spur 
DT-180V (C)              weak mumbling (2)        weak mumbling (2)        1450 slop 
DT-210V (B)              steady weak audio (3)    steady weak audio (3)     weak mumbling (2) 
DT-200VX (B)           steady weak audio (3)    steady weak audio (3)     weak mumbling (2) 
SRF-M37V (B)           steady weak audio (3)    steady weak audio (3)     1450 slop 
C.Crane SWP (C)       weak mumbling (2)        weak mumbling (2)         carrier (1) 
 
SENSITIVITY SUMMARY:    The top performer in raw sensitivity is the SRF-T615,  
             although this unit’s spurious tendencies on the upper band limit the effectiveness 
             of this advantage.  The SRF-39FP and SRF-59 both have good sensitivity combined  
             with resistance to spurs, as do the DT-210V and DT-200VX.  The DT-180V and the 
             C.Crane SWP models have reduced sensitivity compared to the other contestants, 
             while the SRF-M37V’s legendary selectivity issue compromises its good sensitivity. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
SELECTIVITY:    (worst is 1, best is 5;  final grade for model is listed after model) 
 
Radio                              KPQ-560                        CHMJ-730                  KARR-1460 
 
SRF-39FP (A)        very slight KVI slop (4)   slight KIRO slop (3)   almost all KSUH slop (2) 
SRF-59 (A)            very slight KVI slop (4)   slight KIRO slop (3)   almost all KSUH slop (2) 
SRF-T615 (B)        slight KVI slop (3)           slight KIRO slop (3)   all KSUH slop (1) 
DT-180V (C-)        all KVI slop (1)                almost all KIRO (2)    all KSUH slop (1) 
DT-210V (B+)       slight KVI slop (3)            slight KIRO slop (3)   all KSUH slop (1) 
DT-200VX (B)       all KVI slop (1)                slight KIRO slop (3)   all KSUH slop (1) 
SRF-M37V (F)       all KVI slop (1)                almost all KIRO (2)    all KSUH slop (1) 
C.Crane SWP (B)   all KVI slop (1)                slight KIRO slop (3)   all KSUH slop (1) 
 



SELECTIVITY SUMMARY:   The SRF-39FP and the SRF-59 analog siblings are clearly 
              the best in selectivity.  The DT-210V has the best digital model selectivity, while the  
              SRF-T615, DT-200VX and C.Crane SWP are average in the digital category.  The 
              DT-180V has a major selectivity issue, while the SRF-M37V’s problem is  
              nothing short of catastrophic.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
NULLING ABILITY:   (final grade and comment) 
 
SRF-39FP (A)  Excellent; near legendary performance 
SRF-59 (A)  Excellent, near legendary performance 
SRF-T615 (A)  Excellent, unique among digital models 
DT-180V (B) Good for size, but lack of sensitivity limits use 
DT-210V (B) Good, and decent sensitivity increases practical use 
DT-200VX (B) Good, and decent sensitivity increases practical use 
SRF-M37V (B) Good, but horrible selectivity limits practical use 
C.Crane SWP (B) Good, but lack of sensitivity limits practical use 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
IMAGES, SPURS, and MAJOR SELECTIVITY DEFECTS:   (final grade after model) 
 
SRF-39FP (A)    Insignificant spurious whistle on 730 
SRF-59 (A)         Insignificant spurious whistle on 730 
SRF-T615 (C)    KSUH-1450 image on 550 (moderate);  Puyallup TIS-1580 spur on 1600 
                                (moderate); KZIZ-1560 spur on 1420; KSUH-1450 received from  
                                1430-1510 
DT-180V (C)     KHHO-850 spur on 1700 (moderate);  KSUH-1450 received from 1410- 
                                1700       
DT-210V (B)     KSUH-1450 spur on 550 (weak); insignificant spurious whistle on 750 
DT-200VX (A)  Insignificant spurious whistle on 750 
SRF-M37V (F)  KSUH-1450 image on 550 (strong); spurious mix of KSUH-1450 and 
                                KZIZ-1560 on 1610 (strong);  KKOL-1300 received from 1280-1340; 
                                KSUH-1450 received from 1410-1640 
C.Crane SWP (C-)  KSUH-1450 image on 540 (strong); KZIZ-1560 image on 650 (weak); 
                                KHHO-850 spur on 790 (moderate);  spurious mix of KHHO-850 and  
                                KSUH-1450 on 1390 (moderate);  KHHO-850 spur on 1700  (weak) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
AGC:   (final grade and comment) 
 
SRF-39FP (B)      Will not irritate the ears of searching DXers 
SRF-59 (B)          Will not irritate the ears of searching DXers  
SRF-T615 (A)      Absolutely the best in AGC performance among these contestants 
DT-180V (B-)      Generally OK, but locals may blast sensitive eardrums 
DT-210V (B)       Will not irritate the ears of searching DXers 
DT-200VX (A-)   Only a tiny bit less impressive than class-leading SRF-T615 
SRF-M37V (B)    Will not irritate the ears of searching DXers 
C.Crane SWP (D) Full employment for ENT doctors 
___________________________________________________________________________     



 
AUDIO QUALITY:   (final grade and comment) 
 
SRF-39FP (A-)        Mellow audio with balanced highs and lows 
SRF-59 (B)              Pleasing audio with emphasis on high frequencies 
SRF-T615 (A)         Excellent audio with great attention to fidelity 
DT-180V (B-)         Acceptable but not remarkable 
DT-210V (A)          Excellent audio when DBB is engaged 
DT-200VX (A)       Excellent audio when DBB is engaged 
SRF-M37V (A)      Excellent audio with great attention to fidelity 
C.Crane SWP (C)   Dropout on American Idol   
___________________________________________________________________________    
DIGITAL TUNING NOISE   (final grade and comment) 
 
SRF-T615 (A-)      Function beep, half-second response delay 
DT-180V (A-)       No noise, half-second delay 
DT-210V (B)        No noise, one second delay 
DT-200VX (A)     No noise, no delay;  best in this class 
SRF-M37V (A-)   Function beep, no delay 
C.Crane SWP (C) PLL chirp, intermittent heterodyne, no delay 
___________________________________________________________________________  
QUALITY CONTROL RECORD   (final grade and comment) 
 
SRF-39FP (A)     Based on investigation of five units, all had great initial performance 
SRF-59 (B)          Based on investigation of 25 units, 18 gained significant improvement 
                                     in sensitivity with RF alignment;  7 gained minor improvement 
SRF-T615 (A)     Based on reports of three units, all had great initial performance 
DT-180V (A)       Based on own unit, was acceptable initially 
DT-210V (B-)     Own unit required RF alignment for optimum performance; first received 
                                    unit was defective and not repairable;  reports of other QC issues       
DT-200VX (A)    Based on reports of three units, all had great initial performance 
SRF-M37V (A)    Based on reports of six units, all had great initial performance (with 
                                   congenital selectivity defect) 
C.Crane SWP (D) Own unit required RF alignment even to be remotely competitive 
 

 
Shootout Final Summary      When all DXing factors are considered and weighed in relative 
importance, the SRF-T615 is the overall digital winner.  Its moderate urban RF issues are 
more than outweighed by its superior sensitivity, nulling ability, AGC and audio quality.  
The 2007 Shootout digital winner, the DT-200VX, is tough competition however , with 
superior memory capacity, superior immunity to urban RF issues, and very competitive AGC 
and audio.  The choice of these two would basically depend on whether urban RF issues are 
likely to be a major problem.  The DT-210V is also extremely competitive, assuming that the 
DXer can secure a decent unit in the QC roulette.  It has many excellent qualities, despite its 
dicey factory alignment reputation.  The SRF-M37V is a generally excellent unit, with fine 
sensitivity, AGC, audio and QC record… but in its stock form, is greatly degraded by 



horrendous selectivity.  The DT-180V apparently pays the price for Sangean’s mistake in 
neglecting RF performance in the rush to miniaturize, a gaffe that Sony has completely 
avoided in the SRF-T615 (the other “Ultralighter” model).  The DT-180V just isn’t 
competitive for serious DX.  But even with all its mediocrity, the tiny DT-180V would still 
be the choice over the C.Crane SWP, an amazing combination of sloppy engineering and 
slipshod quality control. 
     The two analog contenders (the SRF-39FP and SRF-59) are electrically similar, but the 
Prison Radio’s superior thumbwheel makes a significant difference in DX ability, making it 
the convenience winner.  In comparison to the digital units, the two analog brothers can 
easily humble all the digital field in selectivity, and knock off all except the SRF-T615 in 
nulling ability… but it’s really like comparing apples and oranges.  Analog DXing requires a 
commitment to tracking the frequencies, working out your thumb “like a brain surgeon” 
(from Colin), and memorizing the dial positions of known stations.  It is literally a different 
form of DXing, and each individual must decide for himself whether analog tuning is 
preferred, acceptable, barely tolerable, or a deal-breaker.  If a DXer loves analog tuning and 
is motivated to be successful with his SRF-39FP or SRF-59, he can be extremely competitive 
against any radio in this Shootout, including the SRF-T615.  However, if a DXer finds analog 
tuning tedious or frustrating, the analog brothers would best be overlooked. The recent Sony 
and Sangean digital offerings are more than capable of making even the most hard-core 
traditional DXer fully addicted to Ultralight radio excitement. 
 
TURKEY FARM:   The following pocket radios were considered unacceptable for 
competition in the 2008 Shootout, for the reasons described: 
 
Sangean DT-220V     Poor sensitivity after RF alignment 
Sony SRF-M85V       Poor sensitivity after RF alignment 
Radio Shack 12-467  Poor sensitivity, poor selectivity, multiple images and birdies 
Sony ICF-S10Mk2    Poor sensitivity, poor selectivity, multiple images and birdies  
 
SUMMARY   Now that you have access to the most accurate, definitive Ultralight radio 
purchasing data on planet earth, it is the reviewer’s sincere hope that you will join in the 
contagious pocket radio DXing excitement without delay, and join our booming ranks with 
your own shockingly effective little DX wonder!  Find out personally why Ultralight DXing 
has already brought overwhelming new optimism and enthusiasm into the AM-DX 
community, and has provided thrilling new transoceanic challenges for even the most 
experienced DXer.  With such a ridiculously low price of admission, why not come join us in 
the already legendary fun? 
 
                                                                                         73 and Best Wishes to All, 
 
                                                                                         Gary DeBock 
 
[The reviewer wishes to express the deepest gratitude to Colin Newell and Nick Hall-Patch, 
whose support and encouragement made the SRF-59 (and Ultralight Radio) Boom a reality.]                          


